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Athermal u-phase transformation and the appearance of the lattice modulation in Ti-28Nb-xAl alloys
were investigated by electrical resistivity measurements and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
observations. As a result, the athermal u-phase is gradually suppressed with increasing Al content. In
addition, the lattice modulation is also observed in Ti-28Nb-xAl alloys (0  x  7, in at.%) because of the
transverse wave with a propagation vector of q ¼ 1/2[zz0]* and displacement in [110]. These results imply
that the u-phase can be controlled by addition of the Al content in Ti-Nb alloys, leading to the development of low Young's modulus b-phase Ti biomedical alloys single crystal.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Ti and Ti alloys are widely used as biomaterials because they
possess good biocompatibility, superior strength and excellent
corrosion resistance. In particular, b-phase Ti alloys with bodycentered cubic structures have attracted considerable attention as
hard tissue because b-phase Ti alloys exhibit low Young's modulus
[1,2]. It is necessary for the prevention of bone degradation and
absorption caused by the gap of Young's modulus between the
replacements and natural human bone, which is the so-called
stress shielding [2e5]. Thus, many studies have been conducted
to give the low Young's modulus and appropriate plastic deformation behavior of some b-phase Ti alloys [6e15].
Recently, our group investigated the elastic stiffness and elastic
anisotropy of Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr alloy and Ti-Mo-Zr-Al alloy using their
single crystals [10,13,16]. It is found that the Young's modulus along
the <001> direction in b-phase Ti single crystals with low e/a ratio
is similar to that of human bone and is the lowest in all
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crystallographic orientations. The e/a is the average number of
valence electron per atom in the free atom conﬁguration. In addition, it is proposed that suppressing of the formation of u-phase
and decreasing e/a ratio are important criteria for reducing the
Young's modulus of b-phase Ti single crystals [13]. Reduction of the
Young's modulus of b-phase Ti single crystals is caused by the lattice softening corresponding to low elastic stiffness, c0 . Zener has
insisted that the value of c0 indicates the b-phase stability [17].
Moreover, we also reported that the lattice softening and low bphase stability in Ti-Nb alloys are also closely related to the lattice
modulation [18]. This lattice modulation, exhibits nanodomains
morphology, is caused by a transverse wave in some b Ti-Nb alloys
with low e/a, such as (Ti-23Nb)-1.0O alloy [19] and Ti-Nb alloys
[20]. However, the athermal u-phase that increases the Young's
modulus dramatically [6,7,9,18e20,28] always easy to present in
the low b-phase stability Ti alloys accompanied by lattice modulation [18e20,28]. Based on these viewpoints, it is very important
to suppress athermal u-phase and remain the b-phase with lattice
modulation even in Ti-Nb base alloy with low e/a. The transformation behavior and phase constitution were investigated in the
binary Ti-Nb alloy. The athermal u-phase appears in the Ti-28Nb
(in at.%) alloy but is suppressed in Ti-30Nb alloy which exhibits
low e/a, a lattice modulation and a low Young's modulus [18,21].
Thus, it can be expected that the suppression of the athermal u-
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phase in Ti-28Nb leads to the reduction of the Young's modulus.
Therefore, the purpose of the present study is to clarify the u-phase
transformation and appearance of the lattice modulation in Ti28Nb-xAl alloy because it is known that additional of Al element
into some Ti alloys caused suppression of the athermal u-phase and
thermal u-phase [13].
2. Experimental procedure
Ingots of Ti-28Nb-xAl alloys (x ¼ 0, 1, 3, 5 and 7 in at. %) were
prepared by an arc melting method. They were subject to homogenized heat treatment at 1273 K, 24 h under high purity Ar gas.
Afterward, specimens for all measurements were cut from these
ingots and subsequently solution treated at 1173 K for 1 h and then
quenched into ice water. Table 1 shows the analyzed chemical
compositions and the e/a of the Ti-28Nb-xAl alloys. The e/a was
calculated using the analyzed chemical compositions of Ti, Nb and
Al on the basis of the electron conﬁgurations Ti ([Ar]3d24s2), Nb
([Kr]4d45s1) and Al ([Ne]3d23p1). Each alloy is hereinafter referred
to by its Al content, e.g., Ti-28Nb-7Al is represented by 7Al. The
oxidized surface layer was removed using electropolishing in a
solution of 6 vol% perchloric acid, 35 vol% butanol and 59 vol%
methanol at about 230 K. Electrical resistivity was measured using
a standard four probe method with a current of 200 mA and a
frequency of 10 Hz. The cooling and heating rate is 1 K/min. XRD
measurements were conducted at room temperature with Cu Ka
radiation. Thin foils for TEM observation were prepared using
electropolishing in an acidic electrolyte. TEM observation was
performed using a JEM 3010 operated at 300 kV at room temperature and a HITACHI H-800 equipped with a liquid N2 cooling stage
and operated at 200 kV at low temperature. The specimens for lowtemperature observation were cooled to about 90 K and then
heated to various temperatures below room temperature.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. XRD measurements
In order to conﬁrm the phase constitutions, XRD measurements
were carried out. Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of Ti-28Nb-xAl
(0  x  7) alloys. Only the b-phase was detected at room temperature. In the previous study, we reported the precipitation of
athermal u-phase in 0Al alloy at room temperature by TEM
observation [18]. It is reasonable that the small volume fraction of
the athermal u-phase contained in these alloys was insufﬁcient to
be detected by XRD [15]. On the other hand, the peak of b-phase
shifted to a higher angle. This means that b-phase lattice parameters decrease with increasing Al content because the atomic radius
of Al (1.43 Å) is smaller than Ti (1.47 Å).
3.2. Electrical resistivity measurements
The variation of the electrical resistivity curves of the Ti-28Nb-

Table 1
Chemical compositions of solution treated Ti-28Nb-xAl alloys in at. % units, and
corresponding e/a ratios.

(at.%)
Ti-28Nb
Ti-28Nb-1Al
Ti-28Nb-3Al
Ti-28Nb-5Al
Ti-28Nb-7Al

Ti

Nb

Al

e/a

Bal.
Bal.
Bal.
Bal.
Bal.

27.92
28.05
28.07
27.80
28.07

0
1.10
3.08
5.07
7.06

4.28
4.27
4.25
4.23
4.21

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of Ti-28Nb-xAl (0  x  7) alloys at room temperature.

xAl (0  x  7) alloys is shown in Fig. 2(a). The graphs for the resistivity curves of the Ti-28Nb-xAl alloys (0  x  5) during cooling
process exhibits a local minimum, Tmin, as indicated by an arrow.
The graph of 0Al alloy is in good agreement with previous studies
[18,20]. An anomalous negative temperature coefﬁcient (NTC) was
observed below Tmin in these alloys. This NTC is also observed in
some b-phase Ti alloys [20,22e25] and is interpreted as the growth
of the athermal u-phase and the appearance of lattice modulation
[20]. After the increase, the resistivity of these alloys decreases
again at a local maximum, Tmax, as indicated with double arrows. A
small thermal hysteresis (~3 K) was also observed between cooling
and heating processes and could be related to the athermal uphase transformation because this transformation is the ﬁrst order
transformation [20,25]. Fig. 2(b) shows the composition dependence of the Tmin and Tmax. These values decreased with increasing
Al content. On the other hand, the resistivity of 7Al alloy exhibited
neither an NTC nor thermal hysteresis in the measured temperature range, these results imply that the athermal u-phase could be
gradually suppressed with increasing Al content. Moreover, the 7Al
alloy showed temperature independence of electrical resistivity
between 60 K and 130 K. This resistivity curve exhibits a similar
shape to that of the Ti-30Nb alloy which exhibits lattice modulation
and low Young's modulus [18,20,21]. Incidentally, the abrupt
decrease in resistivity curve below 10 K observed for all the alloys
was due to a superconducting transition. The superconducting
transition temperature, Tc, of all specimens monotonically
decreased with increasing Al content as shown in Fig. 3.
3.3. TEM observations at room temperature
Fig. 4 shows the bright-ﬁeld images and the typical selected area
diffraction patterns (SADPs) taken with a beam direction of [113] of
the Ti-28Nb-xAl (x ¼ 1, 3, 5, 7) at room temperature, respectively. It
is noted that ﬂat microstructure appeared and self-accommodated
structure which was caused by martensitic transformation was not
observed in all the examined alloys as shown in Fig. 4(aed).
Fig. 4(a0 ) shows the diffraction pattern of the b-phase, additional
slight streaks along the <112>* direction and diffuse satellites at
gb þ 1/3<zz2z>* and gb þ 2/3<zz2z>*, where the asterisk (*) implies
orientation in a reciprocal lattice space and gb is the b-phase
reciprocal lattice vector. These satellites are characteristic to the uphase [26,27]. The diffuse satellites of the u-phase were also
observed at gb þ 1/3<zzz>* and gb þ 2/3<zzz>* when a beam direction was [110], as shown in Fig. 5(a). The appearance of these
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Fig. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of electrical resistivity of Ti-28Nb-xAl (0  x  7) alloys [18] and (b) aluminum content dependence of Tmin and Tmax.

Fig. 3. Aluminum content dependence of superconducting transition temperature, Tc,
for Ti-28Nb-xAl (0  x  7) alloys.

direction of [001], and Fig. 7(b) shows the diffraction pattern when
the specimen is tilted by approximately 5 from its position in
Fig. 7(a). It can be observed the disappearance of the streaks along
[110]* and diffuse satellites at ±1/2[110]*. This appearance of
streaks and satellites implies that streaks and satellites appear due
to double diffraction [29,30]. Thus, the transverse lattice modulation also exists in the Ti-28Nb-xAl alloys. In addition, it can be seen
that these streaks and diffuse satellites appeared in the SADPs with
a beam direction is [113] and [001], but not [110], as shown in Figs. 4
and 5. These results imply that the satellites diffraction are missing
in the case when the inner product of the scattering vector of these
diffraction g and the displacement of atoms R is zero. Where,
g ¼ gb þ q. q is the propagation vector for the displacement of atoms
R. In addition, q$R is always zero because the R is given by transverse wave. Therefore, the equation of g$R ¼ 0 is satisﬁed only
when gb$R ¼ 0 and leads to missing the diffuse satellites at gb þ 1/2
[zz0]* in SADPs with a beam direction is [110]. These results further
imply that the satellites at gb þ 1/2[zz0]* appear because of a
transverse wave consistent with the displacement of atoms in the
[110] direction, which is perpendicular to the propagation vector
q ¼ 1/2<zz0>*. It is reported that the same lattice modulation is
also observed in the Ti-Nb alloys and Ti-Nb-O alloys with low e/a
[18e20,28]. The intensity of the satellites at gb þ 1/2[zz0]* presumably has a temperature dependence and increases below Tmin
as in Ti-Nb binary alloys [20].

3.4. In-situ TEM observations at low temperature
satellites in the 1Al alloy can be seen more clearly by onedimensional line proﬁle as shown in Fig. 6. From these results,
athermal u-phase appeared in the 1Al alloy at room temperature.
The intensity of diffuse satellites of the u-phase diffuse satellites
decreased with increasing Al content. These diffuse satellites
cannot be observed in the 7Al alloy. The disappearance of diffuse
satellites of the u-phase can be seen more clearly by comparing the
line proﬁles of 1Al alloy in Fig. 6. Thus, the athermal u-phase was
gradually suppressed by addition of Al content. In addition, it was
also observed the streaks along [110]* and diffuse satellites at
gb þ 1/2[110]* which was very weak and indicated by arrows in
Fig. 4(a0 ). It is expected that these are caused by the transverse
lattice modulation [19,20,28]. To conﬁrm the appearance of the
transverse lattice modulation, we observed the streaks along the
[110]* and diffuse satellites at gb þ 1/2[zz0]* in the different SADPs
of the 3Al alloy. Fig. 7(a) shows the diffraction pattern with a beam

To conﬁrm the suppression of athermal u-phase and temperature dependence lattice modulation in the 7Al alloy, in-situ TEM
observations were carried out below room temperature. Fig. 8(aed)
show the SADPs of the 7Al single crystal taken with a beam direction of [113] at 100 K, 150 K, 200 K and 275 K, respectively. The
intensity of diffuse satellites at gb þ 1/3<zz2z>* and gb þ 2/
3<zz2z>* related athermal u-phase cannot be observed. The
detailed intensity of these diffuse satellites was investigated by the
one-dimensional intensity proﬁle measured along the dotted line
as shown in Fig. 8(a) and the results are shown in Fig. 8(e). It is
evident from the line proﬁles that no distinct diffuse satellites at
gb þ 1/3<zz2z>* and gb þ 2/3<zz2z>* appears. It is implied that the
athermal u-phase is completely suppressed in the 7Al alloy at low
temperatures. Fig. 9(aed) show the SADPs of 7Al alloy taken with a
beam direction of [001] at 100 K, 150 K, 200 K and 250 K,
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Fig. 4. Variations in (aed) bright-ﬁeld image and (a0 -d') corresponding SADPs with beam direction is [113]b of Ti-28Nb-xAl (1  x  7) alloys at room temperature. (a and a0 ) 1Al; (b
and b0 ) 3Al; (c and c0 ) 5Al; and (d and d0 ) 7Al.

Fig. 5. Variations in SADPs with beam direction is [110]b in the (a) 1Al; (b) 3Al; (c) 5Al; and (d) 7Al alloys at room temperature.

Fig. 6. One-dimensional intensity proﬁle from (a) [2zzz]* direction in Fig. 4 (d0 ) and (b) 2[zzz]* in Fig. 5(d) of the 1Al and 7Al alloys.

respectively. The intensity of diffuse satellites at gb þ 1/2<zz0>*
position related lattice modulation was observed. Fig. 9(e) shows
the intensity proﬁles along the [zz0]* direction, as indicated by the
dotted line in Fig. 9(a). The intensity of diffuse satellites at gb þ 1/
2<zz0>* position slightly increased with decreasing temperature. It
is suggested that the lattice modulation shows clear temperature
dependence with decreasing temperature and possibly is related to
the bend on resistivity curve. The formation and growth of lattice
modulation imply a lattice perturbation, and consequently, makes

the resistivity increase. Therefore, an increase of the resistivity with
the formation of lattice modulation was observed, which caused
the bend of resistivity curve after the formation of lattice
modulation.
As described above, it can be controlled the appearing of uphase by addition of the Al content in Ti-Nb alloys. Athermal uphase was suppressed at the same time lattice modulation was
retained in the 7Al alloy with low e/a. Consequently, it is expected
that the 7Al alloy single crystal exhibits the low Young's modulus
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Fig. 7. SADPs in the 3Al alloy at room temperature. (a) beam direction is [001]b and (b) is for the systematic condition.

Fig. 8. SADPs generated at low temperature for the 7Al alloy in the beam direction of [113]b. (a)100 K; (b) 150 K; (c) 200 K; (d) 275 K and (e) intensity proﬁles from [2zzz]* direction.

Fig. 9. SADPs generated at low temperature for the 7Al alloy in the beam direction of [001]b. (a)100 K; (b) 150 K; (c) 200 K; (d) 250 K and (e) intensity proﬁles from [zz0]* direction.

along <001>, which is caused by the lattice softening of c' in
instability b-phase with lattice modulation. To develop the single
crystalline of b-phase Ti alloy implant with an extremely low
Young's modulus, the 7Al alloy is one of the promising candidates
for biomaterials. The single crystal of the 7Al alloy has been grown
and further study to reveal the Young's modulus using its single
crystal is now in progress.
4. Conclusions
The appearance of the u-phase and the lattice modulation in TiNb-xAl (0  x  7 in at. %) alloys were investigated by electrical
resistivity measurements and TEM observations. The results were
summarized as follows:
(1) Ti-28Nb-xAl (0  x  5) alloys exhibited an NTC and a thermal hysteresis in the electrical resistivity curve related to
athermal u-phase precipitation and lattice modulation in bphase. On the other hand, the 7Al alloy did not exhibit an NTC
and a thermal hysteresis.
(2) Athermal u-phase was gradually suppressed with increasing
Al content and was completely suppressed in the 7Al alloy.

(3) The lattice modulation appeared in Ti-28Nb-xAl (0  x  7)
alloys and also had a propagation vector of q ¼ 1/2[zz0]* and
displacement in [110] appears. This lattice modulation presented temperature dependence and was related to the bend
on resistivity curve.
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